# Teacher Sound Chart

**Short vowels** - Sets 1-5
- a_ (as in hat)
- e_ (as in met)
- i_ (as in lit)
- o_ (as in hop)
- u_ (as in cup)

**Consonant Digraphs** - Set 6
- sh (as in ship)
- th (as in math)
- ch (as in chop)
- ck (as in back)
- _ng (as in long)
- wh (as in when)

**Blends** - Set 7
- then
- _tch (as in match)
- _ing (as in king)
- _ang (as in sang)

**Long vowels** - Sets 8-14
- a_e (as in make)
- e_e (as in Pete)
- i_e (as in Kite)
- o_e (as in hope)
- u_e (as in use)
- a_i (as in rain)
- e_e (as in tree)
- e_e (as in light)
- o_e (as in boat)
- o_o (as in moon)
- a_y (as in bay)
- e_a (as in seal)
- _y (as in my)
- o_w (as in glow)
- e_w (as in new)
- __y (as in funny)

**R-sounds** - Set 15
- er (as in clerk)
- ar (as in dark)
- or (as in fork)
- ir (as in bird)
- ur (as in turn)

**R-sounds** - Set 16
- ing (as in tipping)
- ed (as in missed)
- es (as in saves)
- est (as in fastest)
- c (e, i, y) (as in face)
- g (e, i, y) (as in gem)

**Other Vowel Digraphs**
- oo (as in look)
- ow (as in town)
- au (as in launch)
- ou (as in pouch)
- aw (as in lawn)
- _oy (as in joy)
- c & g rule
- c (e, i, y) (as in face)
- g (e, i, y) (as in gem)
- r (as in rest)
- i (as in timing)
- a (as in missing)
- t (as in town)

**C & G Rule**
- c (e, i, y) (as in face)
- g (e, i, y) (as in gem)

**Examples**
- ship
- math
- chop
- back
- long
- when
- make
- Pete
- Kite
- hope
- use
- rain
- tree
- light
- boat
- moon
- bay
- seal
- my
- glow
- new
- funny
- clerk
- dark
- fork
- bird
- turn
- tipped
- missed
- saves
- fastest
- cycle
- save
- math
- king
- sang
- make
- Pete
- Kite
- hop
- e
- use
- duke
- moon
- new
- funny
- c (e, i, y)
- gem
- gist
- gym